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A NEWER EDITION OF THIS BOOK IS NOW AVAILABLE. Search: 1938797094.Are you
receiving stock or options from your company? This plain language book makes it easy to
understand the rules, and reveals strategies for maximizing value and minimizing taxes. It covers
stock grants, nonqualified options, incentive stock options and employee stock purchase plans.
This is the eighth edition of this popular title, updated for all the latest tax changes.

About the AuthorKaye A. Thomas writes books on tax strategies for investors and maintains the
highly regarded Fairmark.com website, your source for plain language news, guidance and
features on taxes and investing. He is a 1980 graduate of Harvard Law School.
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This is a sample. The number of pages displayed is limited. Pages 8 - 296 are not
included in this sample.
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Ebook Library Reader, “Great resource for tech startup employee. I'm an employee of a tech
startup looking at how to address a large stock option grant. I consider myself well-educated, but
when it comes to tax law, I'm both ignorant and have a hard time digesting the IRS documents.
Many other online sources have limited information here. I just read the ISO & AMT section of
this book right now, and I finally feel like I understand what's going on. I've heard plenty of stories
where tax preparers make expensive mistakes. Don't you want to understand what's at play
here? As you see from the other reviews here, the tax preparers don't understand the IRS laws
either. They go here. All startup employees with significant potential option packages should
read this too. For ten bucks for the kindle version and an hour to read the essential sections
slowly, you'll be glad you did. I also hardly ever leave Amazon reviews, but I'm doing this here
because other people in my professional situation ought to be properly informed.”

Glenn, “FANTASTIC all around read in the subject of Employee Stock / Options. This book is a
VERY good read for anyone interested in stock Options, restricted stock, ESPP, RSU's, etc.
Everything is explained in plain English without going so deep into the subject matter that you
get hopelessly lost. However, there is something for everybody as so many items are explained
so well that even if you are already familiar with the subject matter (as I already was) you will still
pick up so much information that you did not know. This book is required reading for some
college classes (as is the case for me), and rightly so. I would explain this book as a beginner to
intermediate read in this subject matter, and one of the best books I have read on this subject
(I've read about 15 or so books in learning about stock options and employee stock).”

MooMooMoo, “Good book though mostly got it because it's a required .... Good book though
mostly got it because it's a required reading for CEP. It flows well and feels less "dry" compared
to other CEP materials. So, if you're someone interested in the career this is a good intro.
However, if your'e someone looking to get clarification on stock comp get a professional. Issues
that are W-2/taxes heavy this is not an answer; death, divorce, same sex marriage...are all things
for a professional to help with. At the minimum, always consult with your company's stock plan
administrator. Thanks.”

Sergey Barskiy, “Very good guide. I read the book in just about 4 hours. It was an easy read and
provided me with a wealth of information related to selling of stock options and espp plan based
stock. Primarily it explains very well the tax implications of decisions to sell. It also described
other reasons to sell such as risk reduction. I highly recommend this book to any employee of a
public company that participated in espp or iso or nso or rsu plans.”

Michael Sharpe, “Must Have Equity Compensation Guide. Consider Your Options is a concise,
clear introduction to various forms of equity compensation. I've recommended the book to



several colleagues this year, both as a tool to help with planning stock option exercise strategies
for both incentive stock options and non-qualified stock options, and also as a good reference
material for understanding job offers received in any industry where RSUs, restricted stock, or
stock options are offered as part of the package. It's a must have book for people who are likely
to receive, or who have received, equity compensation of any type. Highly recommended!”

KathrynNotKathy, “Worth every penny. Well written and the author truly knows his stuff. He gave
a better explanation of the Alternative Minimum Tax in just a few pages than another author
gave in a whole book (which was badly written and full of errors). I recommend this book for any
tax professional's library.”

Sergio Alves, “Excellent book--nicely written in clear and concise language. Excellent book--
nicely written in clear and concise language, on a very complex subject. The book is detailed,
covering lots of ground, and is thus one of the best references I have seen on the subject. Well
worth the money.”

Scott Stowe, “The ultimate source for stock options. This is the one source book you must have
if you have any significant amount of stock option. With the complicated tax law as it is today
you can make huge mistakes if you make the wrong moves at the wrong time”

The book by John J. Murphy has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 26 people have provided feedback.
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